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Bats and Climate change 

It is now 

widely acknowledged (politicians 

excepted0, that we are undergoing a 

period of global warming. Research 

is already underway as to how to 

mitigate this and how animals may 

be affected. 

 

Echolocating bats emit ultrasonic 

calls, which spread through the 

ambient air and reflect off 

surrounding objects. Echolocation is 

limited by the maximum distance 

over which audible echoes return, 

which depends on the atmospheric 

attenuation of sound in air, which, in 

turn, is a nonlinear function of both 

call frequency, air temperature and 

humidity ]. If changing ambient 

temperature increases atmospheric 

attenuation, then echolocating bats 

will be subjected to reduced 

maximum prey detection distances 

and reduced prey detection volumes  

The physics of this is given in a 

paper by Jinhong Luo et alo 

Published 11 December 2013 

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/

content/11/91/20130961 I am not 

going to try to summarise it as to be 

nest it went straight over my head 

 

At the BCT conference, Orly Razgour 

who we helped out with when she 

was doing her PhD on serotine 

genetics is starting a new project 

which is analysing the genetics of 

barbastelles with a view to 

determining their ability to adapt to 

changes in climate This will involve 

sampling barbastelles across the 

country and trying to assess the 

effect of genetic diversity on the bats’ 

ability to adapt to climate change. 

The more diverse the genes the 

greater the chance of the bats having 

a gene which will be to their 

advantage) She may possibly 

use”our” barbastelles as part of her 

study. 

The Bedfordshire Natural History 

Society asked Brian Evesham. the 

Director of the Wildlife Trust for 

Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and 

Peterborough to give 

a talk o climate 

change recently. This 

was a fascinating talk 

and implied that bats 

were likely to do 

quite well, with 

Mediterranean bats 

moving towards 

England. The main 

barrier to their 

success was likely to 

be habitat 

fragmentation and 

the lack of suitable 

environment to colonise, something 

he Wildlife Trust is already working 

on i their work to join up pieces of 

habitat. 

Though bats were likely to do quite 

well, He saw the saddest outcome 

was that changes in the wood 

canopy, which would lead to n 

increase in shade in woodlands, 

meant the bluebell population would 

plummet in the long term. He 

recommended taking youngsters for 

a walk i a bluebell wood while they 

are still there to be enjoyed. 

He also made a very striking 

statement, which I make no 

apologies for reproducing here. 

 

“Politicians say that we cannot 

invest money in the environment 

in times of austerity, but after the 

Second World War we were in a 

greater period of austerity – and 

that was when the National 

Parks, The Nature Conservancy 

and SSSIs were introduced “ 

 
This is likely to be an active area of 

research i the ears to come, watch 

this space. 

 

 

A Wild Night Out 
The success of BatMap was in to now 

small extent down to the help given 

to us by Phil Irving, John Creasey 

who drove our gear into Kings Wood 

in a land rover and Bob Hook John 

was looking forward to driving the 

vehicle as he is a lover of Land 

Rovers. - Until that is, l we told him 

just how many tens of thousands of 

pounds the gear was worth 

We bought Greater Stockgrove 

BatMap mugs for the three of them 

as thank yous, for all their help. 

 

Bob Hook and Judith Knight 

organised a Wild Night out at 

Stockgrove Park and, as Bob Cornes 

was planning to return to Bakers 

Wood for a trapping session, he 

offered to do this to tie in with the 

event .Fate was on our side as Bob 

caught his first ever Natterer’s at the 

site, a pip and a Brown long eared 

just as the party was heading 

towards hum. They were entranced 

by them, but had left the area when 

he and Antonio caught a Noctule. If 

you peer very hard you can just 

about make out Bob in the gloom 

Photo Antonio Moreno 
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